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DXKeeper is free, comprehensive amateur logging software that records and manages QSOs. The program is written to be extremely easy to use and use. There is no learning curve at all. DXKeeper will do the following for you: - Verify your QSOs using the unique "All Data" feature. - Generate a list of all verified QSOs on the radio. - A5/A6 statistics, including frequency, time, operator (except ON) and notes. - Down-select the
"Highlights" QSO and save a short text summary for each individual QSO. - HTML export of highlights, e.g. for use in email/web pages. - A pre-programmed "Highlights"/report that can be distributed to e-mail clients, or import them from another program. TeamViewer was developed to make your online business dealings more efficient, secure and enjoyable. TeamViewer Description: TeamViewer was developed to make your
online business dealings more efficient, secure and enjoyable. With TeamViewer you can connect to your PC (or any laptop, mobile or tablet) on a local network or the Internet. The other computer can be accessed by your desktop computer or mobile phone. You can use the guest mode for free, if someone else needs to look at your system. TeamViewer will do the following for you: - You can remotely control the desktop computer by
viewing it through your web browser. - You can use the guest mode for free. - You can download TeamViewer to your mobile phone, tablet or laptop. - This feature requires the free TeamViewer app for Windows Phone, Android, or iOS. - Full support for the most common Microsoft Windows operating systems, including Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10. - In order to connect to your PC you need to install a software client on your PC,
which is required to be updated with every version of TeamViewer. - You can switch off the desktop or laptop display. Virtual tour If you've ever wanted to see inside the homes of your favorite TV stars, maybe even catch a glimpse of their incredibly glamorous lives before you die, you're in luck. Luxury Living Network is a web site containing 1000s of interior photos and audio/video clips of houses owned by famous people, as well
as private homes that are rarely photographed (for obvious 09e8f5149f
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Features: Search and Record QSOs: Record QSOs with full logging and data analysis. DuckDuckGo Integration: Quick Lookup results from our free DuckDuckGo service. Analyse your Log Files: See what’s in them with our built-in data analysis capabilities. Record QSOs from ScanNet: Record the callsign of a contact when it appears on ScanNet. Add Logs to Contacts: Add contacts and associated Logs to contacts, and search Logs
using the unified search/sort system. DuckDuckGo Integration: Quick Lookup results from our free DuckDuckGo service. Analyse your Log Files: See what’s in them with our built-in data analysis capabilities. Delete Logs for a Contact: Delete Logs associated with contacts or a specific contact, including: Callsign(s), IOTA, BEGIN/END time, power level Calltimes (how long each contact lasted), power level, EQ or SINR (signal-to-
interference ratio) Speed and baud rate RadioLib is a free, comprehensive amateur radio software package designed to allow end-users to record their amateur radio transmissions, plot them in a digitized form to build digital logbooks, manage contacts and copy transmissions among these programs. RadioLib Description: RadioLib is a free, comprehensive amateur radio software package designed to allow end-users to record their
amateur radio transmissions, plot them in a digitized form to build digital logbooks, manage contacts and copy transmissions among these programs. DXKeeper Integration: Looking for a free, easy way to store your logs with our DXKeeper application? After installing DXKeeper, you can import logs from RadioLib directly into DXKeeper. You can also export logs from DXKeeper into RadioLib. DXKeeper Description: Features:
Search and Record QSOs: Record QSOs with full logging and data analysis. DuckDuckGo Integration: Quick Lookup results from our free DuckDuckGo service. Analyse your Log Files: See what’s in them with our built-in data analysis capabilities. Record QSOs from ScanNet: Record the callsign of a contact when it appears on ScanNet. Add Logs to Contacts:

What's New In DXKeeper?

There are lots of other QSL apps out there, but none of them comes with all the features you need. For example, none of them record QSO details automatically. None of them have a full calendar view for all your logging. And none of them automatically create detailed reports for each and every entry. If you need to log a lot of QSOs in a short space of time, you can’t log them in Excel. With DXKeeper you can log and manage all your
QSOs all in one place, automatically. DXKeeper is fully Mac and PC compatible. You can easily use it on a laptop, or a desktop. DXKeeper is completely free. You'll need no outlay, ever. More details on the site. DXKeeper is an easy-to-use amateur radio logging, management, and report software. DXKeeper is the ideal tool for station logs, reports, and frequency studies. DXKeeper is also an ideal tool for storing, organizing,
managing, and analyzing log data, reducing spreadsheet and PDF clutter. DXKeeper is free, comprehensive amateur logging software that records and manages QSOs. DXKeeper Description: There are lots of other QSL apps out there, but none of them comes with all the features you need. For example, none of them record QSO details automatically. None of them have a full calendar view for all your logging. And none of them
automatically create detailed reports for each and every entry. If you need to log a lot of QSOs in a short space of time, you can’t log them in Excel. With DXKeeper you can log and manage all your QSOs all in one place, automatically. DXKeeper is fully Mac and PC compatible. You can easily use it on a laptop, or a desktop. DXKeeper is completely free. You'll need no outlay, ever. More details on the site. Direct link to vid by
directvxpress: =========== W5JO is a 27 year old ham from Riverside, California and an ARRL Life Member. During his radio career, W5JO has
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System Requirements:

Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 (64 bit). 1 GB free hard disk space. 64-bit processor. Internet Explorer 10, Chrome, Safari, Firefox are required to play the game. (Older browsers might not be able to play the game) ____________________ DESCRIPTION: Tom and his friends have been captured by the evil King, who plans to kill them all.Tom and his friends have been captured by the evil King, who plans to kill them all.In
order to escape, they
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